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ABSTRACT
Ice cloud properties are influenced by cloud-scale vertical air motion. Dynamical properties of ice clouds
can be determined via Doppler measurements from ground-based, profiling cloud radars. Here, the decomposition of the Doppler velocities into reflectivity-weighted particle velocity Vt and vertical air motion w
is described. The methodology is applied to high clouds observations from 35-GHz profiling millimeter
wavelength radars at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM) Southern Great Plains
(SGP) climate research facility in Oklahoma (January 1997–December 2010) and the ARM Tropical Western
Pacific (TWP) site in Manus (July 1999–December 2010). The Doppler velocity measurements are used to
detect gravity waves (GW), whose correlation with high cloud macrophysical properties is investigated. Cloud
turbulence is studied in the absence and presence of GW. High clouds are less turbulent when GW are
observed. Probability density functions of Vt, w, and high cloud macrophysical properties for the two cloud
subsets (with and without GW) are presented. Air-density-corrected Vt for high clouds for which GW (no
GW) were detected amounted to hourly means and standard deviations of 0.89 6 0.52 m s21 (0.8 6 0.48 m s21)
and 1.03 6 0.41 m s21 (0.86 6 0.49 m s21) at SGP and Manus, respectively. The error of w at one standard
deviation was estimated as 0.15 m s21. Hourly means of w averaged around 0 m s21 with standard deviations of
60.27 (SGP) and 60.29 m s21 (Manus) for high clouds without GW and 60.22 m s21 (both sites) for high
clouds with GW. The midlatitude site showed stronger seasonality in detected high cloud properties.

1. Introduction
Ice clouds are globally distributed and thus play an
important role in the earth–atmosphere system. By reflecting and absorbing solar radiation and by absorbing
and emitting thermal infrared radiation they have a
strong effect on the local and global radiation energy
budget (e.g., Liou 1986; Lynch et al. 2002).
The large spatial and temporal variability of ice cloud
microphysical (e.g., particle habit, particle size, particle
density) and macrophysical (e.g., cloud height, thickness, location) properties makes the accurate representation of ice clouds and their effects in global climate
models (GCM) an outstanding challenge (e.g., Randall
et al. 2007; Mitchell et al. 2008; Sanderson et al. 2008).
Furthermore, recent studies have demonstrated that the
largest uncertainty in future climate projections is due
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to cloud parameterization and related cloud feedbacks
(e.g., Dufresne and Bony 2008; Pincus et al. 2008; Webb
et al. 2012). In that context, especially the representation
of (ice) cloud life cycles—which is strongly influenced by
the ambient vertical air motion as well as the terminal
fall speed of particles—is challenging. As highlighted in
K€
archer and Str€
om (2003), ice cloud microphysical
properties are strongly controlled by vertical air velocities and their mesoscale variability. It has been argued
that an adequate parameterization of ice clouds in
global climate models requires cloud-scale vertical velocity probability density functions (K€
archer and
Lohmann 2002). Protat and Williams (2011) also emphasize that long-term observations of ice clouds and
their statistical properties including time–height variability and their relationship to the large-scale environment will help to improve the representation of ice
cloud life cycles in GCM. They also pointed out the need
for a better characterization of the vertical variability
(i.e., a variability as a function of ambient temperature)
of particle fall speed.
To address these issues, long-term observations from
profiling ground-based Doppler cloud radars are well
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suited (Kollias et al. 2007a). The dynamical properties of
ice clouds over a long period of time can be determined via
decomposition of the Doppler velocities into reflectivityweighted particle velocity Vt and vertical air motion w
(e.g., Orr and Kropfli 1999; Deng and Mace 2006; Delanoë
et al. 2007; Protat and Williams 2011).
The objective of this work is to derive a cloud Doppler
radar–based high cloud dynamics climatology with
probability density functions of reflectivity-weighted
particle velocity Vt and vertical air motion w, as well as
turbulence analysis in high clouds. In addition, the
Doppler radar measurements are used to detect gravity
waves whose correlation with macrophysical properties
such as cloud height and cloud thickness is investigated.
The European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis model output is used to relate
the high clouds dynamics to large-scale dynamics. The high
cloud properties and derived cloud-scale air motions are
analyzed in terms of seasonal variations and on the influence of the presence of gravity waves.
Section 2 of the study is focusing on the detailed description of the two datasets and the methodology.
Section 3 presents the high cloud dynamics climatology
of the two analyzed sites, with one being in the midlatitudes and the other one being in the tropics. Section 4
provides a summary and outlook.

2. Methodology
a. Data overview
Here, long-term surface observations of the Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement Program (ARM; Ackerman
and Stokes 2003) are used. More precisely, the Active
Remotely-Sensed Cloud Locations product (ARSCL;
Clothiaux et al. 2000) is the basis of this work. The ARSCL
product combines millimeter wavelength cloud radar
(MMCR), ceilometer, and micropulse lidar (MPL) observations to give an objective representation of clouds
(Clothiaux et al. 2000). It should be noted, however, that
high thin cirrus below the detection limit of the MMCR
are excluded from this study because it only employs
MMCR Doppler velocity observations. The study presented here is thus referring to a limited subset of high
clouds that are sufficiently thick and long lasting, and
results are not representative for thin high cirrus.
Data collected at two ARM fixed sites are used. One
dataset is from the Southern Great Plains (SGP) site
(368360 18.000 N, 978290 6.000 W) in north-central Oklahoma,
and the other one is from Manus (2830 39.64 00 S,
1478250 31.4300 E) at the Tropical Western Pacific (TWP)
site. The SGP site is characterized by strong seasonality
and the available long-term cloud observations span
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from January 1997 to December 2010 (14 yr). Manus is
situated in the tropical western Pacific warm pool, and
ARSCL data are available from July 1999 to December
2010 but have periods of inoperability (in total, about
7 yr of data are available). In addition to the ARSCL
observations, 1-h-resolution ECWMF model output
data (*ecmwfvarX1.c1- files) for the ARM sites is utilized in this study. The ECWMF model output data are
used to examine the atmospheric synoptic-scale conditions present during high cloud observations.
Profiles of MMCR radar reflectivity with a temporal and
vertical resolution of 10 s and 45 m, respectively, are used
to determine a high-resolution hydrometeor location
mask. Based on that hydrometeor mask, high cloud identification follows the criterion given in Kollias et al. (2007c)
where ice clouds are defined as hydrometeor layers with
bases above 6 km. The second criterion is an ECMWF
temperature-based one: only clouds observed in an environment of ,2108C are classified as cold clouds. Since
mixed-phase clouds can also be present in these conditions, sampled clouds will be referred to as high or cold
clouds. Assuming a typical wind speed of about 30 m s21
at high cloud levels, the 10-s averaging in time corresponds to a 300-m data point spacing, which is comparable
to aircraft microphysical sampling (Smith and DelGenio
2001) and assumed to approximate cloud-scale motions.
With a minimum detectable signal of approximately 250 dBZ at 5-km range, the MMCR at the SGP
site is about 5 dB more sensitive than the MMCR at the
Manus site (Deng and Mace 2008). For comparability
of both sites, only signals . 245 dBZ are considered.
According to Moran et al. (1998), the calibration uncertainties of the MMCR are 1–2 dB and 0.1 m s21 for
reflectivity and Doppler velocity, respectively. However, in reality, the Doppler velocity error is a function
of radar Doppler spectrum width and signal-to-noise
ratio (Kollias et al. 2007b). In cirrus clouds, the normalized spectrum width is typically small (below 0.04)
and thus, on average, the MMCR Doppler velocity uncertainty is estimated as 0.05 m s21.
Conditional sampling techniques are applied to all
cold cloud layers used in this study. (i) It is required that
the ice clouds are far enough away from convective
cores so they are not influenced by the dynamics of the
deep convection. To exclude high cloud layers directly
associated with deep convection, we require the vertical
distance to the first cloud top below the high cloud layer
to be greater than 0.5 km. (ii) Furthermore, it is required
that the 20-min-average hydrometeor fraction at a certain height exceeds 80%. This requirement filters small
patches of high clouds, thus making sure the clouds are
sufficiently persistent in time and proper time series data
lengths are available. Using the 10-s-resolution MMCR
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FIG. 1. (a) Monthly availability of MMCR observations at SGP and (b) monthly occurrence of high clouds
at SGP subdivided into four categories: all observed high clouds, high clouds for which the hydrometeor fraction
per hour . 95%, high clouds that are persistent for 2 h, and high clouds for which GW are detected.

data, hourly averages of high cloud base, top, and thickness are estimated. In addition, multilayer cloud scenes
were identified.
The cold cloud dynamics climatology is derived from
time periods when the MMCR were in good operating
status, respectively. For the SGP site, this was the case
for 88% of the time within the considered 14-yr period
(Fig. 1a). However, it should be noted that the SGP
MMCR was upgraded in October 2003 to improve the
measurement averaging frequency from 10 to 4 s (Kollias
et al. 2007c; Mace and Benson 2008) and that the MMCR
operational mode most sensitive to thin cirrus failed from
mid-2005 to the end of 2008 (Deng and Mace 2008). The
latter led to smaller observed cold cloud frequencies
during that period (Fig. 1b). Also, it should be noted that
no MMCR data was available for January 2003 at the
SGP site.
Among the 14 yr of MMCR observations at the SGP
site, high clouds were detected during 26 730 h, which
corresponds to a mean occurrence of 24.2% of the time,
which is in agreement with findings by Mace et al. (2006).
However, as shown in Fig. 1b, high cloud occurrence has
a strong year-to-year variability as well as a seasonal
dependence. With an average occurrence of 28%, it is
highest in winter (January–February) when the SGP site
is under the influence of synoptic-scale weather patterns

and in late spring to early summer (May–June). With
synoptic systems remaining well north of the Southern
Great Plains in summer, the primary high cloud generation mechanism in that season is through deep
convection, which is less strong in the end of summer–
beginning of fall, leading to a minimum in cold cloud
occurrence in September (18% occurrence). The high
cold cloud frequency in winter 1997/98 (35% in January–
February 1998) corresponds to a major El Ni~
no event that
had a significant influence on weather patterns in the
south-central United States (Smith et al. 1999).
At the Manus site, the MMCR provided useful data
for 67% of the time between July 1999 and December
2010 (Fig. 2a). The MMCR was inoperable or not operating properly for a few periods lasting several months
between November 2000 and February 2003, June 2005
and May 2006, and December 2008 and January 2009.
The upgrade to a higher measurement averaging frequency from 10 to 4 s took place in June 2006. In total,
the MMCR detected 25 890 h with high clouds being
present; this equals 44% of the time the MMCR was
operating. In a seasonal view, the occurrence of MMCRdetectable (i.e., sufficiently thick) high clouds peaks in
January (59%) and is lowest in May–June (39%). In the
tropics, high cloud generation is either linked to deep
convection (anvil cirrus) or detached from convection.
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FIG. 2. (a) Monthly availability of MMCR observations at Manus and (b) monthly occurrence of high clouds at
Manus subdivided into four categories: all observed high clouds, high clouds for which the hydrometeor fraction per
hour . 95%, high clouds which are persistent for 2 h, and high clouds for which GW are detected.

The former is generally geometrically and optically
thicker and has lower cloud bases and more visible
structure within the cloud than the upper-tropospheric
cirrus, which is possibly formed by large-scale ascent or
cold temperature perturbations (Comstock and Jakob
2004).

b. Ice particle terminal velocity retrieval
The decomposition of the observed mean Doppler
velocity Vd from profiling radars into the vertical air
motion w component and the reflectivity-weighted
particle fall velocity Vt has been the topic of extensive
research in the past. Several statistical techniques have
been proposed (e.g., Matrosov et al. 1994; Orr and
Kropfli 1999; Delanoë et al. 2007; Plana-Fattori et al.
2010) that are based on the premise that, for a long dwell
period when considering the cloud as a whole, mean
vertical air motions are small in comparison to ice particle terminal fall speeds (and average to zero) and that
the latter are much less fluctuating. Under this approximation, the empirical power-law relationship between
radar reflectivity Z (in mm6 m23) and Vd (Vd 5 aZb)
can directly be used to retrieve terminal fall velocity Vt
(Vt 5 aZb). A recent study by Protat and Williams
(2011) provided an excellent review of existing techniques. They also proposed a new technique in which
Vd measurements for a particular reflectivity–height

pair (to eliminate air-density effects) were averaged over
the entire observation length of the cloud to retrieve Vt.
This method was found to outperform other statistical
techniques and had errors in the retrieved Vt of less than
10 cm s21 when careful screening of the data was assured.
This error magnitude is considered to be sufficiently small
so that retrieved Vt can be used in microphysical cloud
retrievals such as the one of Szyrmer et al. (2012).
Here, a modified version of the Doppler velocity
separation technique developed by Protat and Williams
(2011) is applied for the retrieval of Vt and w and is
briefly described now. First, instead of considering the
cloud as a whole, a finite time segment (20–60 min) of Vd
measurements at a particular height is used. Second,
reflectivities were separated into bins of 2-dBZ width.
For any given high cloud (to which the filtering criteria
as mentioned in section 2a were applied), the numberweighted Vd averages over the fixed time interval were
determined for each height H and each reflectivity bin
and assumed to be equal to the mean Vt at this Z–H pair.
Since the MMCR observations have a vertical resolution
of 45 m, observations from three consecutive range gates
(135 m) and over a time interval of 20 min are used to
construct the Z–H pairs of Vt–Z. This triples the number
of available observations within a 20-min period without
compromising the condition for constant air density. To
assure a good quality of the log-space Vt 5 aZb fit, the
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FIG. 3. Example of Doppler velocity Vd decomposition into
particle terminal fall velocity Vt and vertical air motion w on 8 Dec
2004 at SGP site. Positive velocity values indicate downward motion. (a) Radar reflectivity at 10-s and 45-m resolution, (b) Vd at
10-s and 45-m resolution, (c) Vt at 10-s and 135-m resolution, and
(d) w at 10-s and 135-m resolution.

linear regression coefficients a and b were only determined if there were at least four reflectivity bins in the
20-min averaging period for which reflectivity-weighted
Vd were found. Only reflectivity bins that were populated with at least 12 Vd data points were included to
assure a representative number-weighted average (and
to not emphasize outliers). Next, the fit coefficients a
and b found for a particular 20-min time period were
used along with the measured 10-s-resolution reflectivity
at every third range gate to determine Vt 5 aZb at 10-s
time resolution and 135-m height resolution within that
particular 20-min time period. The vertical air motion at
10-s and 135-m resolution was then determined as residual of Vd–Vt(Z) (at every third range gate). If, however, there were less than four reflectivity bins populated
with Vd in a particular 20-min time span, the Vt at 10-s
resolution was assumed to be independent of the radar
reflectivity and equal to the 20-min mean Vd. This scenario is observed in case of highly homogeneous conditions where the radar reflectivity field varies very little.
Subsequently, for these cases the w time series are again
calculated as the difference between Vd and Vt. In these
two ways, best estimates of Vt and w were determined
for each cloud pixel at a time resolution of 10 s and a
vertical resolution of 135 m. In contrast to the 20-min
running-mean technique proposed by Delanoë et al.
(2007), the advantage of the used method is that smallscale cloud features can be resolved as shown in Fig. 3.
For this thick ice cloud, which was observed between
6- and 11-km height, radar reflectivities increased from
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about 240 dBZ at cloud top to values of 215 to 0 dBZ in
the lower parts of the cloud, mirroring the increase of
particle size toward cloud base (cf. Fig. 3a). Though Vd,
which mostly ranged between 20.05 and 1 m s21, were
less variable with height, a general increase of Vd toward
cloud base is observed (cf. Fig. 3b). In the retrieved Vt
the 20-min averaging time periods are obvious, but highfrequency fluctuations of Vt can also be seen, especially
near cloud base (cf. Fig. 3c). Highest Vt were retrieved
for the areas in which big particles are present near
cloud base. Retrieved vertical air motions w are more
fluctuating, especially at cloud base; 50% of the w are
positive and 50% are negative (cf. Fig. 3d). Columns of
updrafts and downdrafts are observed.
To check if the 20-min time averaging window is an
appropriate choice, sensitivity tests of averaging time
variations were performed for two random months of
the SGP site time series (June 2007 and January 2008).
As estimation of the quality of the Vt 5 aZb fit, the coefficient of determination R2 was determined. Chosen
averaging times were 5, 10, 20, 30, and 60 min. The R2
values were found to decrease with increasing averaging
times from 0.57 at 5 min to 0.48 at 30 and 60 min (0.57,
0.54, 0.51, 0.48, and 0.48). Thus, as also stated in Protat
and Williams (2011), increasing the averaging times to
more than 20 min is not desired, as not only the statistical
performance does not improve but also small-scale
features are progressively lost. However, using smaller
averaging times than 10–20 min might lead to insufficient
filtering of vertical air motion. As a consequence, an averaging time of 20 min was considered to lead to best
estimates of Vt and w.
The vertical air motion w is determined as difference
between two larger values Vd and Vt: w 5 Vd 2 Vt . The
uncertainty of w is thus composed of measurement uncertainties in Vd (called sVd ) as well as uncertainties in
Vt (called sVt ), which arise from the fit Vt 5 aZb. Assuming that the error contributions are not correlated,
the uncertainty ofqthe
verticalﬃ air motion sw is deﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
termined as sw 5 (s2Vd 1 s2Vt ). The standard deviation
of the fit sVt is determined from the sum of the squared
residuals from the regression. Mean sVt were on the order
of 0.14 m s21 (about 20% relative error). With the measurement error of Vd estimated at 0.05 m s21, the uncertainty in vertical air motion was on the order of 0.15 m s21
on average.
Considering all sampled high clouds, at SGP, the means
and standard deviations of the a and b coefficient amount
to 0.69 6 0.56 and 0.09 6 0.1, respectively. At Manus, the
mean and standard deviation of the fit coefficient a are
0.68 6 0.55; for the fit coefficient b, they are 0.11 6 0.12.
To allow comparisons of the Vt retrieved at different
heights, an air-density correction factor f(H) 5 [r(H)/r0]0.4
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FIG. 4. Hourly air motion statistics for high cloud case study on 8 Dec 2004 at SGP site:
(a) mean, (b) standard deviation, (c) skewness, and (d) updraft fraction.

[with r(H) being the dry air density at a certain height
H and r0 being the dry air density at the first radar gate]
was applied to derive Vt,0, the true reflectivity-weighted
terminal fall speed at a given height H, as Vt,0 5 Vt(H)/f
(H) (Foote and Du Toit 1969; Protat et al. 2003). Air
densities were calculated from temperature and pressure given in the ECMWF file. The correction of Vt has
a big influence: Vt,0 at 10-km height were found to be
about 50% higher than retrieved Vt.

c. Vertical air motion analysis
Based on the retrieved vertical air motion, the dynamical structure of the high clouds was studied. To
assure that gravity waves with relatively long periods
can be resolved, the following analysis was only made
for high clouds for which—at a certain height—the hydrometeor fraction for two consecutive hours was 100%.
This was accomplished by selecting 2-h time spans for
which the hydrometeor fraction was .95% (corresponding to a total duration of cloud gaps in 2 h shorter
than 6 min). Initial data screening showed that persistent
high clouds—determined as high clouds having less than
3-min gaps in total during 1 h—were observed frequently
at the SGP and Manus sites (on average 21% and 39%,
respectively, of the time for which MMCR data was
available per month; cf. Fig. 1). If cloud gaps for these
selected clouds were ,1 min, they were interpolated to

increase the amount of data suitable for wavelet and
FFT analysis. High clouds, which after the interpolation
of small cloud gaps were present for 2 h at a particular
height, on average occurred 6.1% (6710 h) and 9.3%
(5660 h) of the time for which MMCR data was available
per month at the SGP site and the Manus site, respectively.
For each high cloud, the analysis of w was split into
three parts. First, a basic statistical analysis for each 1-h
time span was made. Second, wavelet analysis was used
to detect gravity waves. Finally, Fourier analysis was
used to analyze cloud turbulence scales and derive the
eddy dissipation rate. With a 1-h overlap in the 2-h time
series analysis, all results from this section have an hourly
resolution. Results of the SGP site case study example of
8 December 2004 are used to illustrate the methodology.

1) STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF w
Based on 2-h time spans for which continuous high
cloud observations at a particular height were detected,
the hourly mean, standard deviation, and skewness of w
as well as the updraft fraction (w , 0 m s21) were determined. Figure 4 shows the result for the SGP site case
study example on 8 December 2004. For this case mean
hourly w ranged between 20.01 and 0.03 m s21. Maximum standard deviations in w were observed at cloud
bottom indicating strong turbulence in this part of the
cloud. At cloud bottom (1000–1600 UTC), the skewness
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was found to be slightly negative, referring to narrow but
strong downdrafts and weaker but broader updrafts. For
this time period, updraft fractions were less than 50%
as shown in Fig. 4d.

2) GRAVITY WAVE DETECTION VIA WAVELET
ANALYSIS

For each 2-h time span and each height, wavelet analysis was performed on the retrieved vertical air motion
time series (10-s resolution) for each hour to detect
gravity waves. The analysis followed the excellent description of this technique given in Torrence and Compo
(1998) and made use of their publicly available code.
The advantage of wavelet analysis over FFT is that is
does not only return dominant frequencies of variability
of a data time series but also how those frequencies vary
in time. Since wavelet bases provide varying window
sizes (with low-frequency wavelets being long and highfrequency wavelets being short), small and large events
can be isolated (Smith and Jonas 1997). Wavelet analysis
is thus highly appropriate when analyzing time series
in which a wide range of dominant frequencies occur
(Daubechies 1990).
If a peak in the wavelet power spectrum is significantly
above the background spectrum (here red noise is chosen as background spectrum), it can be assumed to be
a true feature with a certain percent of confidence: in our
case 95%. Since smoothing in time enhances confidence
in regions of significant power (for details, see Torrence
and Compo 1998), the global wavelet spectrum (GWS)
was determined as hourly time-averaged local wavelet
spectrum. The period of the dominant gravity wave is
determined as the maximum GWS peak over the 95%
significance level between periods of 300 and 1800 s
(5 and 30 min). The amount of energy of it over the 95%
confidence is a measure of the gravity wave amplitude.
With the assumption that gravity waves are oriented in
the horizontal wind direction, their wavelengths l were
calculated as product of gravity wave period and ECMWF
 With resolved gravity wave
horizontal wind speed U.
periods of 5–30 min, retrieved wavelengths ranged from
about 3 to 100 km. Quante (2006) reported 2–5 km as
threshold wavelength between turbulence and waves;
thus, our smallest detected waves are at the lower end of
the gravity wave scale.
Gravity waves in the upper troposphere (UT) have
wavelengths of a few kilometers to several hundreds of
kilometers. They have a multitude of sources such as
flow over topography, convection, wind shear, jet imbalance, fronts, and frontogenesis (Fritts and Alexander
2003). Deep convection, for example, is an important
source of gravity waves at tropical latitudes and to a lesser
extent also at midlatitudes (Hoffmann and Alexander
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2010). Gravity wave sources are not distributed uniformly
in the horizontal and have significant seasonal variations
(Alexander et al. 2010). Zhang et al. (2012) suggested that
features of tropospheric gravity waves are likely controlled by their sources. The different gravity wave formation mechanisms lead to a wide scale of wavelengths.
For example, gravity waves from shear generation are
reported to have wavelengths of a few to a few tens of
kilometers (Fritts and Alexander 2003). Convection is
thought to lead to the formation of gravity waves with
small horizontal wavelengths of 10–200 km and short
periods of 10–100 min (Beres et al. 2002). For orographically generated gravity waves, all horizontal scales
from a few kilometers to several hundred kilometers
can be forced depending on details of the topography
(Preusse et al. 2008). Typical vertical scales of inertia
waves at synoptic scales arising from geostrophic adjustment are a few kilometers or more, with horizontal
scales along the direction of propagation of 10–100 times
larger (Fritts and Alexander 2003). Gravity waves do
not only influence the large-scale circulation but are also
important factors in the formation and properties of
(tropical) cirrus (St€
ahelin et al. 2011). As emphasized by
Lynch et al. (2002), gravity waves may coexist and interact with turbulence or convective circulations, making it difficult to distinguish the individual signals in
power spectral analysis. They also stated that the interpretation of results is even further complicated by the
tendency of gravity waves to occur intermittently in small
groups of variable frequency.
As indicated above, using a 2-h time series of vertical
velocity data in the wavelet analysis limits our detection
to short gravity waves of about 3–100-km wavelength (or
5–30-min periods), which should be kept in mind in the
subsequent analysis. However, this is not to be considered a shortcoming, as discussed in the review paper of
Alexander et al. (2010): different observation methods
are sensitive to different parts of the gravity wave spectrum; with our methodology, we cover the shortest gravity
wave wavelengths.
On average, gravity waves were only detected for
4.9% of the time for which MMCR data were available
per month (or 5345 h in total) at the SGP site; this is
mainly due to the fact that high clouds being persistent
for 2 h (at a certain height) were not observed very
frequently [only 6.1% of the time (6710 h), as mentioned
above]. At the Manus site, gravity waves were detected
during 8.5% of the time (4960 h) that the MMCR detected high clouds.

3) TURBULENCE ANALYSIS VIA FFT
As a third analysis step of the vertical air motion,
Fourier analysis is applied to the 2-h periods of vertical
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FIG. 5. Time series of monthly mean inertial subrange slopes of
the vertical air motion power density spectra determined for (a) the
SGP site and (b) the Manus site.

velocities in continuous high clouds with 720 sample
points at each height H to identify small-scale turbulence.
The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation rate «
represents the rate at which TKE is dissipated by viscosity and is a good measure of the energy at turbulent
scales (Gultepe and Starr 1995). As stated in Lynch et al.
(2002), it can be deduced from the vertical velocity
power density spectra, if the inertial subrange with
a slope of 25/3 (Wyngaard 1973) is clearly established.
In this case, « can be estimated from the power spectral
density for isotropic turbulence in the inertial subrange
S(k) 5 a «2/3 k25/3, where a is the Kolmogorov constant of
1.62 (Bouniol et al. 2003). We allowed the inertial subrange slope to vary between 25/3 6 20% in our analysis.
It should be mentioned that, to determine the TKE
dissipation rate «, the power spectral density S derived
via FFT in the frequency f domain was converted to
 and
wavenumber k domain via the relations k 5 2pf/U

 is
S(k) 5 U S( f )/(2p) (Vinnichenko 1970). The term U
the hourly mean horizontal wind speed derived from
the ECMWF file. In our study, the inertial subrange
was defined as range between frequencies of 1/180 s 5
0.0056 Hz (corresponding to 3-min eddies) and 1/20 s 5
0.05 Hz (being the Nyquist frequency).
Lynch et al. (2002) mention that—at least for airborne
measurements—sampling rates below 1 Hz affect the
related estimation of dissipation rates. We are aware
that sampling rate is a critical issue in terms of accuracy
of turbulence analysis. For that reason, our turbulence
study is limited to data gathered after the measurement
averaging frequency of the MMCRs were increased
from 10 to 4 s (Kollias et al. 2007b), which was in October
2003 (SGP) and June 2006 (Manus). As shown in the time
series of vertical velocity power density spectra slopes
between 0.0056 and 0.05 Hz (Fig. 5), the increase of
MMCR sampling rate resulted in capturing more energy
contained at higher frequencies, thus decreasing the
average power density spectra slopes.

The inertial subrange slope of S was determined
with a power-law fit. The fraction of turbulent energy
(TEF)—meaning the energy contained in the inertial
subrange—within the entire energy spectrum was also
determined.
The FFT-derived results for the case study example
on 8 December 2004 are presented in Fig. 6. The fraction
of turbulent energy was found to be highest at cloud
bottom; there, up to 80% of the total variance in w was
attributed to frequencies between 0.05 and 0.0056 Hz.
The strong turbulence at cloud bottom is mirrored in the
high standard deviation in Fig. 4b. Also, the inertial
subrange slope is close to 25/ 3 (Fig. 6b) at cloud bottom
but varies between 0 and 23 throughout the cloud, with
steeper slopes in areas of higher fractions of turbulence.
As shown in Fig. 6c, the highest TKE dissipation rates (of
around 1024–1026 m2 s23) are observed at cloud bottom
and thus are in agreement with the strong turbulence.

3. Results and discussion
a. High cloud occurrence at SGP and Manus
The methodology described previously was employed
for the two extensive datasets. Subsequently, both datasets are compared. The comparisons are made for two
subsets of high clouds: those for which no gravity waves
(GW) were detected and those for which gravity waves
were detected. Histograms of high cloud properties in
the midlatitudes and the tropics are shown in Fig. 7 (no
GW) and Fig. 8 (with GW). Profiles of high cloud occurrences are shown in Fig. 9a (midlatitudes) and Fig. 9b
(tropics), and means and standard deviations for all
years and all seasons for both locations and both high
cloud subsets are presented in Table 1 (midlatitudes)
and Table 2 (tropics). As mentioned in section 2a, high
clouds are observed more frequently in the tropics
(44% of the time the MMCR was operating) than in the
midlatitudes (24% of the time), which is in accordance
with values reported in literature (e.g., Comstock et al.
2002; Mace et al. 2006; Stubenrauch et al. 2006; Sassen
et al. 2008).
As shown in Fig. 9, the MMCR detected high clouds
at the SGP and Manus site between 6 and 14 km and
between 6 and 16 km, respectively. Following the geographically different troposphere depths, the maximum
MMCR high cloud detection at the SGP site is at 8–
10 km (10% of the time); in Manus, it is higher, at 11–
12 km (18% of the time). In Fig. 9, it is interesting to note
that, at the SGP site, the maximum of persistent high
clouds with minimum 2-h longevity and no cloud gaps
(see description in section 2) were detected at the same
altitude as the maximum detection of high clouds of any
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FIG. 6. Hourly results based on FFT on vertical air motion for the high cloud case study on
8 Dec 2004 at SGP site. (a) Fraction of turbulent energy, (b) inertial subrange slope of the
power density spectrum, and (c) log10 of the turbulent kinetic dissipation rate «.

longevity, while at Manus persistent high clouds were
mostly observed at lower altitudes (8–10 km) than the
maximum occurrence of high clouds of any longevity
(11–12 km). Thus, gravity waves at the Manus sites were
observed most frequently at 8–10-km height, which is
1–3 km below the height of maximum high cloud occurrence of any longevity.
The profiles in Fig. 9 also show that, at the SGP site,
for only 60%–70% of the cases when persistent high
clouds were present, gravity waves were detected while
at the Manus site this happened for 80%–90%. This
might be explained by the fact that GW generated by
(deep) convection—the dominant generation mechanism of radar-detectable high clouds in the tropics—
have short periods of 5–30 min, which can be resolved
well by our technique (cf. section 2). Throughout a
whole year, high cloud generation in the midlatitudes
might be less often associated with GW formation in
general.

b. Gravity wave activity
Figures 10 and 11 give more insight into the seasonal
gravity wave characteristics by displaying profiles of GW
periods and wavelengths for the whole year as well as
the summer [June–August (JJA)] and winter [December–
February (DJF)] seasons at both sites. The tropical site is
characterized by a lack of seasonal dependence in GW
period; found GW periods amount to about 19 6 5 min
in summer and 18 6 6 min in winter (cf. Fig. 11 and

Table 2). Also, when excluding the uppermost cirrus
levels where only few GW were detected, there seems to
be no significant height dependence of GW period at the
Manus site. As described in section 2, GW wavelengths
were determined from GW period and ECMWF hori At the tropical site, U
 does not
zontal wind speed U.
have a strong seasonality; thus, found GW wavelengths
are 9 6 6 km in summer and winter. GW wavelengths

are increasing with height because of the increase of U
with height. The midlatitude site is characterized by
a strong seasonality in GW period and wavelength. In
their study based on satellite observation, Hoffmann
and Alexander (2010) found that, during thunderstorm
season (May–August), more than 95% of the observed
GW over the Great Plains are related to deep convective
clouds. However, it should be noted that their algorithm
detects GW in the stratosphere. Here, it is found that, in
the summer when convection is the dominant high cloud
generating process, short GW with periods of 16 6 7 min
are detected. In winter, high clouds at the SGP site are
associated with synoptic weather patterns and found
GW periods are longer with values of 19 6 7 min (cf. Fig.
10 and Table 1). The profile of GW period shows that,
with cold clouds generally reaching higher altitudes at
the SGP site in summer, GW are also detected at higher
altitudes during JJA. GW periods are nearly constant
with height up to an altitude of 11 km and decrease with
height above that altitude. In Fig. 10b, the strong seasonality of midlatitude horizontal wind speed and thus
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FIG. 7. Histogram of high cloud properties at SGP and Manus for the subset of clouds for which no gravity waves
were detected. (a) Radar reflectivity Z, (b) Doppler velocity Vd, (c) reflectivity-weighted particle velocity Vt,
(d) reflectivity-weighted particle velocity Vt, corrected by air density, (e) vertical air motion w, (f) in-cloud temperature, (g) cloud height, and (h) cloud thickness.

GW wavelength are displayed. In summer, found GW
wavelengths at the SGP site are 13 6 11 km; in winter
 with
they are 43 6 24 km. The strong increase of U
height in winter is mirrored in the GW wavelength
profile.
Figure 12 compares the histograms of GW periods and
wavelengths of all altitudes and throughout all the years
at both sites. In general, the occurrence frequencies of
GW with different periods detected at both sites look
similar. GW with periods of 26–28 min were detected
most frequently (25%); the occurrence of periods between 10 and 23 min was also similar at the midlatitude
and the tropical site. However, GW with very short
periods of below 10 min were detected more frequently

(10%–15%) at the SGP site than at the Manus site (4%–
7%). Figure 12b shows again that GW wavelengths detected at the SGP site have a broader spectrum because

of the strong seasonality and vertical dependence of U.
At the SGP site, GW with l of 5–70 km were observed,
with a small peak of occurrence of GW with l 5 10–
15 km. At Manus, detected l ranged between 5 and
40 km, with a pronounced peak: 42% of all GW have l of
10 km. This is probable yet another indicator of the more
uniform formation mechanism of GW in the tropics.
As just discussed and shown in Fig. 12, periods of GW
were often found to be .20 min. The question if 20 min
is thus sufficiently long to assume the vertical air motion
averages out to 0 m s21 for the Vd decomposition can be
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FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for the subset of clouds for which gravity waves were detected.

posed. As a sensitivity check of the methodology, the
averaging time in the Doppler velocity decomposition
technique (cf. section 2) was increased from 20 min to
1 h. It was found that this led to a capturing of only about
10% more GW with long periods over 25 min (increase
from 25% occurrence frequency to 35% occurrence
frequency) than in the 20-min averaging case and thus
does not have a strong influence.

c. High cloud reflectivity, cloud height,
and temperature
Histograms of hourly means of Z, Vd, Vt, Vt,0, w, cloud
temperature T, cloud height, and cloud thickness over
the entire time series are presented in Fig. 7 (no GW)
and Fig. 8 (with GW). For both high cloud subsets,
higher reflectivities were found at Manus. This can be
attributed to the higher probability of large ice crystals

being present in tropical cirrus than in midlatitude cirrus
(Lynch et al. 2002; Deng and Mace 2008). The mean
radar reflectivity values at SGP and Manus are 221 and
215 dBZ, respectively, for high clouds for which no GW
were detected and 216 and 29 dBZ, respectively, for
high clouds for which GW were detected. The comparison of the probability density functions (PDF) of incloud temperature (Figs. 7f, 8f) indicates that in the case
of high clouds without GW the PDF is strongly positively skewed. At Manus, more than 25% of all observed
high clouds without GW have mean in-cloud temperatures of ,200 K. Equally cold in-cloud temperatures of
high clouds in the tropics have also been reported by,
for example, Platt et al. (1987) and Taylor et al. (2011). It
is possible, that these high cold clouds were not as long
lived as the lower warmer counterparts or that they were
not captured entirely by the MMCR (cf. profiles in
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FIG. 9. Profile of high cloud occurrences in percent at (a) SGP and (b) Manus. Total high cloud occurrence vs
MMCR availability (dark gray), persistent high clouds with 2-h longevity vs total high cloud occurrence (medium
gray), and occurrence of high clouds for which GW were detected vs total high cloud occurrence (light gray).

Fig. 9). The average high cloud bases at SGP and Manus
were about 0.5 km higher for high clouds for which
no GW were detected (8.5 and 10 km, respectively; cf.
Tables 1, 2) and with a mean cloud depth of 1.4 km they
were about 1.1 km thinner than the high clouds for which
GW were detected. These findings are in accordance
with Platt et al. (1987), who also reported that, for very
low temperatures of high clouds in the tropics (below
203 K), the cloud depth decreases strongly. At SGP, the
cloud bases for both high cloud subsets increased and
decreased with the seasonal deepening and thinning
of the troposphere over this region (cf. Table 1) as also
found in similar studies such as Mace et al. (2006) and
Deng and Mace (2008).

d. Particle terminal fall velocity
Positive Doppler velocities Vd indicate downward
motion. The means and standard deviations of Vd for the
high clouds for which no GW were detected were similar
for both sites (0.52 6 0.35 m s21). However, the mean Vd
was higher when GW were detected (0.65 6 0.31 m s21
and 0.59 6 0.37 m s21) for the Manus and SGP site, respectively. The mean values (Tables 1, 2) of Vd as well as
the positive skewness in the Vd histogram are mirrored

in the Vt histogram. However, for comparability of Vt,
the air-density-corrected reflectivity-weighted particle
terminal fall velocities Vt,0 should be looked at. When
doing that, the positive skewness in the histogram is
removed (cf. Figs. 7d, 8d) and, because of different cloud
height distributions at both sites, differences between in
Vt,0 for SGP and Manus are higher than for Vt. For the
subset of high clouds for which no GW were observed,
Vt,0 amount to 0.8 6 0.48 m s21 and 0.86 6 0.49 m s21,
respectively. For the subset of high clouds for which GW
were detected, Vt,0 at SGP and Manus amount to 0.89 6
0.52 m s21 and 1.03 6 0.41 m s21, respectively. Tables 1
and 2 also show that, while at the tropical site only small
seasonal differences in the discussed cloud parameters
can be found, the values of cold cloud thickness, Vd, Vt,
and Vt,0 at SGP are largest in the summer season and
smallest in winter season, which reflects the dependence
of high cloud characteristics on their generation mechanism and thus in turn on the large-scale meteorological
behavior. Our Vt values of 0.51 6 0.32 m s21 (SGP) and
0.52 6 0.34 m s21 compare well with the ones reported
by Deng and Mace (2008), who compared SGP and
Manus ice cloud dynamics based on data between January 1999 and December 2005. They found means and
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TABLE 1. Climatology of derived high cloud properties at the SGP site (January 1997–December 2010) based on hourly means. The
upper part of the table refers to the subset of high clouds for which no GW were detected, and the lower one refers to the subset for which
GW were detected. Means and standard deviations are presented for all seasons and each season. Thickness is a mean over all observed
high cloud layers (up to four detected).
High clouds without
GW at SGP
mean all std all mean MAM std MAM mean JJA std JJA mean SON std SON mean DJF std DJF
Z (dBZ)
Vd (m s21)
w (m s21)
Vt (m s21)
Vt,0 (m s21)
Thickness (km)
Bases (km)
« 3 1024 (m2 s23)*
TEF*
w slope*
ECMWF T (K)
 (m s21)
ECMWF U
High Clouds with
GW at SGP
Z (dBZ)
Vd (m s21)
w (m s21)
Vt (m s21)
Vt,0 (m s21)
Thickness (km)
Bases (km)
« 3 1024 (m2 s23)*
TEF*
w slope*
ECMWF T (K)
 (m s21)
ECMWF U
GW wavelength (km)
GW period (min)

221.4
0.52
0.00
0.51
0.80
1.44
8.53
0.31
0.44
21.67
223.8
26.9

6.5
0.35
0.27
0.32
0.48
1.29
1.63
2.1
0.17
0.18
13.4
14.5

22.2
0.55
0.00
0.54
0.84
1.29
8.55
0.34
0.48
21.66
222.9
28.8

7
0.35
0.08
0.31
0.46
1.31
1.63
2.1
0.16
0.18
12.1
12.8

1.7
0.65
0.00
0.63
1.01
1.34
9.51
0.71
0.41
21.67
223.8
16.0

10.4
0.46
0.15
0.4
0.61
1.5
1.96
3.2
0.15
0.18
15.8
9.2

21.5
0.58
0.00
0.57
0.88
1.27
8.46
0.16
0.48
21.65
226.8
28.1

7.1
0.34
0.06
0.3
0.45
1.23
1.55
1.1
0.17
0.18
13.4
13.7

212.1
0.51
0.00
0.52
0.79
1.18
8.06
0.11
0.51
21.66
223.9
37.1

1.4
0.27
0.07
0.26
0.39
1.11
1.38
0.55
0.18
0.18
10.8
14.0

mean all std all mean MAM std MAM mean JJA std JJA mean SON std SON mean DJF std DJF
215.8
0.59
0.00
0.58
0.89
2.52
7.99
0.12
0.27
21.69
226.1
26.1
27.8
17.2

6.87
0.37
0.22
0.34
0.52
1.57
1.68
1.5
0.13
0.18
12.6
15.1
22.0
7.3

21.5
0.63
0.00
0.61
0.94
2.1
8.13
0.15
0.27
21.68
225.4
27.9
29.4
16.8

6.6
0.37
0.04
0.29
0.45
1.58
1.68
1.4
0.14
0.18
11.3
13.3
20.9
7.4

2.9
0.73
0.01
0.71
1.12
2.37
8.97
0.2
0.22
21.7
225.7
14.4
13.3
15.8

8.04
0.38
0.05
0.35
0.52
1.88
2.07
2.0
0.13
0.18
14.5
8.7
11.1
7.3

1.45
0.69
0.00
0.67
1.02
2.24
7.97
0.02
0.26
21.67
230.1
24.7
26.9
17.8

9.02
0.52
0.06
0.51
0.79
1.51
1.54
0.3
0.13
0.18
12.8
14.0
20.0
7.3

211.8
0.55
0.00
0.55
0.82
1.85
7.81
0.009
0.25
21.70
225.4
36.9
43.4
19.3

3.8
0.22
0.03
0.21
0.30
1.32
1.44
0.07
0.13
0.19
10.3
15.0
24.2
6.7

* Variables only considered after September 2003.

standard deviations of 0.55 6 0.25 m s21 for SGP and
0.53 6 0.33 m s21 for Manus.

e. Vertical air motion
Mean cloud-scale vertical air motion w (which is shown
in Fig. 7e, 8e) amounted to 0 m s21 at both measurement
sites with standard deviations on the order of 60.27 m s21
(SGP) and 60.29 m s21 (Manus) for the high clouds
without GW and 60.22 m s21 (both sites) for the high
clouds with GW. At the SGP site, the variability of w for
both high cloud subsets was found to be highest in
spring–summer and lowest in winter. It should be kept in
mind that here hourly averages of w over several years
are reported. The large standard deviations illustrate
that strong cloud-scale updrafts and downdrafts are
possible which also have been reported in cirrus dynamics case studies (e.g., Gultepe and Starr 1995). There
they found w in midlatitude cirrus to vary strongly with
amplitudes of 0.03 m s21 (in the presence of mesoscale

waves of l 5 170 km) and amplitudes of 0.2 m s21 (when
small-scale wave structures with l 5 10–20 km were
observed) and reaching values of up to 0.4–0.7 m s21 in
individual small-scale convective updrafts. Exploring
the correlation of found GW wavelength to maximum
hourly w in our two datasets showed the following: At
SGP, w for short, medium, and long GW with l , 20 km,
l 5 20–30 km, and l . 30 km had maximum values of
2.1, 1.9, and 0.42 m s21, respectively. At Manus, amplitudes of w for the same GW-classes were 2.9, 0.77, and
0.1 m s21. Thus, updraft and downdraft strengths were
also found to decrease with increasing GW wavelength. Lynch et al. (2002) stress the fact that the intensity and duration of the local vertical circulation
strongly influences the nucleation mechanisms and
subsequent cloud development. In addition, Mace et al.
(2006) point out that, besides cloud-scale vertical motion, large-scale vertical motion on synoptic scales plays
an important role in the cirrus cloud structure in the
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TABLE 2. Climatology of high cloud properties at the Manus site (July 1999–December 2010) based on hourly means.
High clouds without
GW Manus
mean all std all mean MAM std MAM mean JJA std JJA mean SON std SON mean DJF std DJF
Z (dBZ)
Vd (m s21)
w (m s21)
Vt (m s21)
Vt,0 (m s21)
Thickness (km)
Ci bases (km)
« 3 1024 (m2 s23)*
TEF*
w slope*
ECMWF T (K)
 (m s21)
ECMWF U
High clouds with
GW Manus
Z (dBZ)
Vd (m s21)
w (m s21)
Vt (m s21)
Vt,0 (m s21)
Thickness (km)
Ci bases (km)
« 3 1024 (m2 s23)*
TEF*
w slope*
ECMWF T (K)
 (m s21)
ECMWF U
GW wavelength (km)
GW period (min)

215.46
0.52
0.00
0.52
0.86
1.47
10.01
0.69
0.36
21.71
217.7
9.1

10.52
0.36
0.29
0.34
0.49
1.46
2.23
4.8
0.14
0.18
22.9
5.6

21.44
0.58
20.01
0.58
0.95
1.31
10.05
0.77
0.34
21.71
219.4
8.3

5.38
0.36
0.12
0.34
0.50
1.46
2.23
4.0
0.14
0.18
23.1
5.2

0.92
0.64
0.00
0.63
1.03
1.26
9.88
0.36
0.37
21.70
221.3
9.1

13.38
0.37
0.13
0.36
0.51
1.45
2.21
1.6
0.14
0.17
22.1
5.3

2.72
0.60
0.00
0.59
0.98
1.31
10.26
0.48
0.37
21.70
217.7
8.5

17.46
0.37
0.09
0.35
0.49
1.49
2.27
3.0
0.15
0.18
22.6
4.7

21.87
0.55
0.00
0.55
0.91
1.26
10.17
0.96
0.38
21.71
217.2
10.4

5.86
0.33
0.10
0.32
0.47
1.43
2.22
7.6
0.13
0.19
23.5
6.7

mean all std all mean MAM std MAM mean JJA std JJA mean SON std SON mean DJF std DJF
29.18
0.65
0.00
0.64
1.03
2.65
9.40
0.1
0.16
21.73
223.1
8.2
8.9
18.3

8.04
0.31
0.22
0.30
0.41
1.94
2.32
1.02
0.11
0.18
19.9
5.1
6.6
6.1

2.61
0.76
0.00
0.75
1.18
2.20
9.45
0.08
0.13
21.70
228.4
7.0
7.7
18.7

7.80
0.31
0.06
0.30
0.41
1.93
2.29
1.5
0.10
0.18
19.6
4.4
5.9
5.9

2.54
0.74
0.00
0.74
1.17
2.13
9.41
0.07
0.16
21.71
226.9
8.6
9.5
18.6

7.81
0.30
0.06
0.29
0.41
1.99
2.27
0.8
0.11
0.18
19.6
6.1
8.0
6.1

2.51
0.72
0.00
0.71
1.12
2.09
9.84
0.04
0.16
21.71
224.7
7.3
8.0
18.3

7.70
0.33
0.06
0.32
0.44
1.93
2.40
0.4
0.11
0.18
20.3
4.0
5.4
6.2

1.96
0.71
0.00
0.70
1.13
2.03
9.87
0.08
0.15
21.71
224.8
8.0
8.8
18.5

8.85
0.30
0.05
0.28
0.40
1.89
2.31
1.0
0.11
0.18
19.9
5.6
7.1
6.0

* Variables only considered after June 2006.

midlatitudes. However, they also point out that, even
though ascent is required for nucleation and maintenance
of cirrus at some (smaller) scales, large-scale vertical
motion is nearly as likely to be descending as ascending
at times when cirrus clouds are observed in the midlatitudes. We checked if the large-scale ECMWF vertical velocity V (Pa s21) has an influence on the high cloud
occurrence. For both sites, we found that large-scale
ascent (negative V) was favorable for the occurrence of
high clouds: roughly two thirds of all high clouds were
found in such conditions. A closer look at the two high
cloud subsets showed that this dependence was even
more pronounced when high clouds with GW were observed: At SGP and Manus, 0.62% and 0.71% of high
clouds with GW were observed during large-scale ascent; for high clouds for which no GW were detected,
this was the case in 58% and 65% of the observations,
respectively.

f. Turbulence analysis results
Results of the turbulence analysis based on FFT of w
are presented in Tables 1 and 2 as well as Figs. 13 and 14.

As discussed in section 2, the turbulence analysis was
restricted to data points for which the inertial subrange
slope of 25/3 6 20% in the power density spectrum of w
was clearly established. For verification of this limitation, the histograms of the inertial subrange slopes are
also shown and their annual means and seasonal values
are presented in Tables 1 and 2.
The mean TEF within the entire energy spectrum was
found to be higher for the high cloud subset for which no
GW were detected (0.44 6 0.17 at SGP, 0.36 6 0.14 at
Manus) than for the high clouds for which GW were
detected (0.27 6 0.13 at SGP, 0.16 6 0.11 at Manus).
Seasonal differences were more pronounced at SGP
than at Manus. At the SGP, the highest TEF were observed in winter, lowest in summer for both high cloud
subsets. Remarkable in the histogram of TEF of the high
clouds for which GW were detected is the 42% frequency of occurrence of TEF 5 0.1–0.2 (cf. Fig. 14c).
Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates « were higher
in the cold clouds for which no GW were detected. At
SGP, « in high clouds without and with GW amounted to
(0.31 6 2.1) 3 1024 m2 s23 and (0.12 6 1.5) 3 1024 m2 s23,
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FIG. 10. Mean profiles of (a) GW period and (b) GW wavelength at the SGP site for all months (black), summer
season (JJA; dark gray), and winter season (DJF; light gray).

respectively. At Manus, values of (0.69 6 4.8) 3
1024 m2 s23 and (0.1 6 1.0) 3 1024 m2 s23 were observed for the two high cloud subsets (with and without GW), respectively. Values of « are highly variable:
the standard deviations of the hourly periods are one
magnitude higher than the hourly means. Gultepe and
Starr (1995) present an overview of field experiments
for which turbulence measurements have been evaluated. They report « values of 0.01 3 1024 to 10 3
1024 m2 s23 in cirrus. Lynch et al. (2002) summarize
that, on average, « is one order of magnitude larger in
cirrus clouds than in cloud-free regions of the upper
troposphere.
Smith and DelGenio (2001) tested if there was a
correlation between cloud-average « and cloud-layeraverage wind shear. However, no correlation was found
that they attributed to the fact that turbulence typically
occurs in vertically thin layers that are dynamically decoupled from each other because of intervening layers of
high stability. We also checked the relationship between
« and vertical shear of wind speed and wind direction

(based on ECMWF wind data) but could not find a correlation, either. This result is attributed to the time resolution used in the analysis: when using hourly averages of
« and shear, lots of small-scale variation cannot be
captured anymore. However, using a higher time resolution is also not feasible in our study because of the size
of the dataset.

4. Summary and conclusions
Long-term ground-based cloud radar observations
provide the opportunity to develop a high cloud dynamics climatology. In this study, ARSCL observations
from the ARM midlatitude site at SGP (January 1997–
December 2010) and the tropical site at Manus (July
1999–December 2010) were employed. Based on the vertically pointing 35-GHz Doppler cloud radar MMCR, a
decomposition of the Doppler velocities into reflectivityweighted particle velocity Vt and vertical air motion w was
introduced. For high clouds persisting for 2 h, wavelet
analysis on the retrieved w was used to detect gravity
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for Manus.

waves (GW). A turbulence analysis of the persistent
high clouds was made via FFT on the vertical air
motion. Probability density functions of the hourly
mean values of the high cloud parameters such as reflectivity, Vt, w, in-cloud temperature, cloud height,
cloud thickness, GW period and wavelength, and turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rates « were presented.
The climatology of hourly means and standard deviations over all years and each season for two high cloud
subsets—one for which no GW were detected and one
for which GW were detected—were constructed. Results presented here are only applicable to the subset of
cold clouds which is detectable by the MMCR and thus
not to high thin cirrus.
As found in other studies, high clouds were observed
less frequently in the midlatitudes (24% of the time)
than in the tropics (44% of the time). The observations
indicated that maximum occurrence of these clouds in
the midlatitudes was at 8–10 km while it was higher in
Manus (11–12 km). GW detection at the SGP site had its
maximum at the same height as the maximum high cloud
occurrence; however, in Manus GW were most often

detected at an altitude of 8–10 km, which is 1–3 km below the height of maximum high cloud occurrence of
any longevity. It could thus be argued that the presence
of gravity waves increases the lifetime of the tropical
high clouds.
Seasonal profiles of GW periods and wavelength were
studied. For Manus, almost no seasonal dependence in
GW period and wavelength was found; in the summer
and winter seasons, GW periods were about 19 6 5 min
(9 6 6 km). The SGP site, however, was characterized by
a strong seasonality due to different high cloud and GW
generating mechanisms. In summer, deep convection is
the dominant high cloud generating process and short
GW with periods (wavelengths) of 16 6 7 min (13 6
11 km) were observed. In winter, when high clouds at the
SGP site are related to synoptic weather patterns, GW
periods (wavelengths) were longer, with values of 19 6
7 min (43 6 24 km).
Mean MMCR reflectivities in high clouds with GW
were 5–6 dBZ higher than for high clouds in which
no GW were detected. With radar reflectivity being a
strong function of particle size, this suggests that larger
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FIG. 12. Histograms of gravity wave periods and wavelengths detected at SGP and Manus.

particles are observed in high clouds with GW. For both
sites, the subset of high clouds for which no GW were
detected was characterized by Vd of 0.52 6 0.35 m s21.
The Vd at both sites are larger in high clouds for which
GW were found though. At Manus and SGP, they

amount to 0.65 6 0.31 m s21 and 0.59 6 0.37 m s21, respectively. Ice particle growth is on the one hand attributed to the influence of the GW itself: the updrafts of
the ascending parts of the wave lead to supersaturation
and thus favor ice particle formation and growth (Dean

FIG. 13. Histograms of (a) vertical velocity inertial subrange slopes for which « were determined, (b) turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
rates «, and (c) fraction of energy contained in the inertial subrange for the high cloud subset for which no gravity waves were detected at
the SGP and Manus sites.
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for the high cloud subset for which gravity waves were detected.

et al. 2005). Additionally, the altitude of the high cloud
and thus the in-cloud temperature plays a role. Ice particle size increases with increasing in-cloud temperature
(Heymsfield and Miloshevich 2003); bigger ice particles
were thus likely present in the high clouds associated
with GW, which had mean in-cloud temperatures of
226 and 223 K at the SGP and Manus sites, respectively,
which is on average 2 and 5 K warmer than mean incloud temperatures of the high clouds without GW,
respectively.
In terms of air-density-corrected reflectivity-weighted
particle velocity Vt,0, means and standard deviations
over the entire datasets at both stations for the subset of
high clouds for which no GW were detected amounted
to 0.8 6 0.48 m s21 and 0.86 6 0.49 m s21 at SGP and
Manus, respectively. Differences between both sites are
attributed to different high cloud-altitude distributions
and thus probably also to related differences in ice
particle size. At both sites, higher values of Vt,0 were
found for the high cloud subset for which GW were
detected.
Large standard deviations in determined cloud-scale
vertical air motion w representing strong cloud-scale
updrafts and downdrafts of up to 60.27 m s21 (SGP)
and 60.29 m s21 (Manus) were found. Updraft and
downdraft amplitudes were also found to decrease
with increasing GW wavelength. In addition, the dependence of high cloud occurrence on large-scale
vertical motion based on the ECMWF vertical velocities was studied. For the midlatitude and the
tropical site, we found that the majority of high clouds

(about 2/ 3) were observed under large-scale ascent
conditions.
Turbulence analysis results can be summed up as
follows: The presence of GW in high clouds is associated
with a decrease in the fraction of energy from turbulence
in the entire vertical velocity energy density spectrum as
well as to a decrease of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, respectively.
In summary, the study showed differences in high
cloud dynamics at the two different geographic locations. The presence of GW was found to have substantial
influences on high cloud properties at both sites. However, the high cloud climatology at the midlatitude site
was characterized by stronger seasonality than the tropical one.
As an outlook, further research could be done in the
direction of diurnal variations of high cloud dynamical properties. The influence of large-scale atmospheric state on the dynamical properties is also of
interest and could be determined with an atmospheric
state regime classification. Furthermore, the retrieved
Vt and the associated radar reflectivity and temperature profiles will be used as input in ice-cloud microphysical retrieval algorithms (e.g., Szyrmer et al.
2012).
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APPENDIX
List of Variables and Abbreviations
TABLE A1. List of variables used.
Symbol
H
T

U
Vd
Vt
Vt,0
Z
a, b, and o
w
V
«
l
sd
GW
TEF

Unit

Description

km
K
m s21
m s21

Height
ECMWF in-cloud temperature
ECMWF mean horizontal wind speed
Mean Doppler velocity of the radar sample volume
(positive 5 downward)
Reflectivity-weighted particle velocity in the radar sample volume
True Vt at given height (corrected by air density)
Radar reflectivity
Parameters in velocity-reflectivity power-law relationship
Vertical air velocity in the radar sample volume
Large-scale ECMWF vertical velocity (positive 5 downward)
Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate
Wavelength of gravity waves
Doppler spectrum width
Gravity wave
Fraction of energy contained in the inertial subrange

m s21
m s21
dBZ
m s21
Pa s21
m2 s23
km
m s21
—
—
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